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NYDFS Updates Guidance on Virtual Coin-Listing/ 

Delisting Frameworks and the Greenlist 

Go-To Guide: 

• The NYDFS issued guidance regarding the general framework for virtual coins on the “Greenlist,” as 

well as new guidance revising the original coin-listing framework. 

• Notably, the NYDFS will now require regulated virtual currency entities to maintain a coin-delisting 

policy regardless of whether the entity maintains a coin-listing policy.  

• The NYDFS also reduced the number of coins on the Greenlist, so that the only coins currently on 

the Greenlist are Bitcoin, Ether, and six NYDFS-approved stablecoins. 

On Sept. 18, 2023, the New York State Department of Financial Services (NYDFS) issued a press release 

announcing updates to its ongoing oversight of the digital asset space, including (1) industry guidance 

regarding a “General Framework for Greenlisted Coins” (Greenlist Guidance); (2) industry guidance 

regarding new “Proposed Updates to Guidance Regarding Listing of Virtual Currencies” (Proposed 

Updated Listing Guidance); and (3) an updated list of “Greenlisted Coins” (the Greenlist). The Greenlist 

Guidance, the Proposed Updated Listing Guidance, and the Greenlist are particularly relevant to entities 

that have received permission from NYDFS to engage in virtual currency business activity either through 

a “BitLicense” or a limited purpose trust charter (VC Entities). 

 

https://www.dfs.ny.gov/reports_and_publications/press_releases/pr202309181
https://www.dfs.ny.gov/industry_guidance/industry_letters/il20230918_gen_framework_greenlisted_coins
https://www.dfs.ny.gov/industry_guidance/industry_letters/il20230918_guidance_vc_listing
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General Framework for Greenlisted Coins 

Per the Greenlist Guidance, which was effective as of Sept. 18, 2023, VC Entities do not require NYDFS 

approval to add a coin on the Greenlist, but VC Entities must provide advance notice to NYDFS prior to 

providing support for that coin and must have an NYDFS-approved coin-delisting policy. The Greenlist 

Guidance also clarifies that the Greenlist is entirely independent of the coin-listing policies and resulting 

self-certifications of any individual VC Entity. 

Proposed Updates to Guidance Regarding Listing of Virtual Currencies 

The Proposed Updated Listing Guidance requires VC Entities wishing to self-certify coins without prior 

NYDFS approval of specific coins to create a coin-listing policy, which NYDFS must approve prior to the 

VC Entity self-certifying coins. The coin-listing policy must, at a minimum, contain and be based upon the 

following attributes:  

• Governance  

– Examples of governance concerns to address include ensuring that a board of directors/an 

equivalent governing authority of the VC Entity (Governing Authority) approves the coin-listing 

policy to ensure the robustness of the governance, monitoring, and oversight framework, reviews 

and determines whether to re-approve the coin-listing policy at least annually, and reviews and 

makes decisions regarding whether to approve or disapprove each new coin. 

• Risk Assessment 

– The VC Entity must perform a comprehensive risk assessment designed to ensure that any coin, 

and the uses for which it is being considered, are consistent with the consumer protection and 

other standards embodied in 23 NYCRR Part 200, and with the safety and soundness of the VC 

Entity. Examples of risks to be addressed include technical design and technology risk, operational 

risk, IT/cybersecurity risk, market and liquidity risk, illicit finance risk, legal risk, reputational 

risk, and regulatory risk.  

• Monitoring 

– VC Entities must maintain policies and procedures to ensure that continued listing of the coin is 

consistent with safety and soundness and consumer protection concerns. Such policies and 

procedures must include, among other items, periodic re-evaluation of the coin and a coin-

delisting process. 

The Proposed Updated Listing Guidance also requires VC Entities to maintain an NYDFS-approved coin-

delisting policy, even if the VC Entity does not maintain a coin-listing policy. The coin-delisting policy 

should, at a minimum, contain and be based upon the following attributes: 

• Governance  

– Examples of governance concerns to address include, among other items, ensuring that the 

Governing Authority approves the coin-delisting policy and ensuring that the Governing Authority 

is independent from those responsible for initially recommending whether to list or delist a coin. 

• Process 

– A coin-delisting policy must detail a VC Entity’s coin-delisting process for a delisting event. 

Examples of coin-delisting events include, but are not limited to, new findings that result from the 

periodic re-evaluation of a listed coin, as well as receiving a directive from NYDFS to delist a coin. 
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• Execution 

– After deciding to delist a coin, a VC Entity must notify its customers in advance prior to delisting 

the coin. A coin-delisting policy must address various elements concerning executing a delisting 

event, including not limited to advance notice, customer support, documentation, ongoing 

monitoring, and impact analysis.  

The Proposed Updated Listing Guidance is open for public feedback until Oct. 20, 2023. Comments must 

be submitted to innovation@dfs.ny.gov.  

Updated Greenlist  

Along with the Greenlist Guidance and the Proposed Updated Listing Guidance, NYDFS also announced 

updates to the Greenlist itself. For reference, the Greenlist no longer includes dozens of previously 

included coins (notable examples of removed coins being Ripple (XRP), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), and 

Dogecoin (DOGE)). Instead, the Greenlist now only includes Bitcoin, Ethereum, and six stablecoins 

approved for issuance in New York by VC Entities. 

Next Steps/Conclusion  

VC Entities should begin drafting a coin-delisting policy and check that the assets they offer are on the 

Greenlist or have otherwise been self-certified. In addition, VC Entities must meet with NYDFS by Dec. 8, 

2023, to discuss their draft coin-delisting policy, and a coin-delisting policy must be submitted to NYDFS 

for approval by Jan. 31, 2024.   
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